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A LESSON FROM MY GRANDFATHER: HOW  
YOUR OUTLOOK AFFECTS YOUR SUCCESS 

THRIVE BY DESIGN WITH TRACY MATTHEWS 
 

You’re listening to Thrive-By-Design business marketing and lifestyle 
strategies for your jewelry brand to flourish and thrive. Let’s get started.  
 
Tracy: Welcome, welcome everyone thank you so much for joining me today 
at the Thrive-By-Design podcast. My name is Tracy Matthews and I’m your 
host for today and today I’m really excited to tell you a little lesson that I 
learned from my grandfather about how your outlook affects your success. 
Alright before we dive into episode 6 I just want to mention this that my 
mission is to give you the best business marketing and lifestyle strategies for 
your jewelry brand to flourish and thrive. 
 
Alright well when I was coming up with the idea for this podcast I was thinking 
about this concept of legacy and what I wanted to be remembered for in my 
life. Which really got me to thinking about my grandfather because he was 
someone with really strong values, he was really outspoken at times, he had a 
ginormous family. My mother was one of twelve children and he just was 
someone that I always admired for living his life based on his values which I 
think is really important.  So I’m going to share with you a highly personal story 
today about my family which I don’t typically share in public platforms for 
many reasons, but I think that this is a really important lesson. 
 
 So here it goes I’m going to tell you a little bit more about sort of my foray 
into entrepreneurials and my inherited entrepreneurial quality because my 
grandfather was a great man and a great entrepreneur. So he passed away in 
2006, but something that I really remember about him so much is that he was 
such a positive person. In fact one of the most positive people that I’ve ever 
met in my life and my grandfather has this amazing rags to riches story. He 
grew up in rural Idaho on a farm. He had to leave school as a young boy. He 
was the son of immigrants and he had to work in the farm to actually 
contribute to his family income and help the family actually survive. 
 
So one of the things that’s really fascinating to me about my grandfather is 
that he was really a true believer at a very young age in this idea of the 
American dream or the entrepreneurial spirit. And I just want to reiterate this 
that my grandfather didn’t have anything passed I think it’s a seventh grade 
education. I may be getting that wrong but he had to leave school in order to 
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help support his family. So he was this entrepreneurial spirit. He wanted to go 
after the American dream once his younger siblings could sort of take over the 
farm and stuff like that. 
 
So when he was a young man he drove out to California with his brother to 
find opportunity and a better life for himself. So it was there that he met my 
grandmother and settled down for the rest of his life. I think the story goes he 
had to go back to Ohio for a little bit to settle some things but then got 
engaged to my grandmother came back to California and like I said he was a 
true entrepreneur. So he borrowed a little bit of seed money from my 
grandmother to start his first business [3:00] which was a hot dog cart on a 
street corner in downtown LA.  
 
So my grandfather quickly learned how to scale and grow his business and 
ended up learning how to sort of systematize the process. He opened another 
hot dog cart and eventually a chain of fast food restaurants all across 
California. Now it’s a worldwide company. He was a true entrepreneur in my 
mind which means he was often faced with hardship and failure many times in 
his life, and this is really important because with that being said I watched him 
as a young woman in high school and in college when a lot of these troubles 
he had to face were sort of coming to fruition. 
 
I learned from him in so many ways that his approach to life was really what 
gave him great success and that was his positive attitude. One of the great 
things that I loved; one of the things that I loved so much about him and I use 
the word great because he always used that word. Was that he always 
acknowledged when things are going well that they were really great in his life 
and when things were going good he was always very generous and always 
super grateful of all of his blessings and talked about them and he was a very 
religious man so he would pray every night and thank God for his blessings 
every night. 
 
So regardless of what was going on in his life in business like this is one of the 
biggest memories I would have of my grandfather. If you ever asked him how 
he was, he would always say GRRREAT! like that like Tony the Tiger and slam 
his fists down on the table and just be really excited and you could hear him 
across the room wherever you were and that’s the kind of person he was and 
even in facing these times of hardship he would always have this attitude that 
things were great because there was always something amazing going on in 
his life. So as I mentioned he always kept this positive attitude even through 
hard times. So my grandfather did take his company public at one point but he 
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was still the Chairman of the Board and was a major shareholder in the 
company. 
 
So there was this one point within just a few short months that I remember 
and it was a really sad time for me too. My mother passed away which is his 
daughter. He was fired from the Board of Directors. He was I think the 
Chairman of the Board at that time. He was fired over an idea that was actually 
his idea that he was pushing for which ended up moving forward and actually 
adopting in the company after he was let go which is sort of ironic and funny.  
And the Stock Market crashed and he lost the majority of his fortune that he’d 
spent his life building all within three months. And I remember even in these 
rough times he would always keep this crazy highly positive attitude. I mean I 
don’t know how he did it really. It was just awesome and he’s really an inspiring 
man. But I think the big lesson here is attitude is everything because over time 
he believed that things would change and turn around, and he was happy 
because his attitude came from a place of positivity and abundance rather 
than lack. He knew that things [6:00] would turn around. He knew that things 
were going to work out okay and even in those hard times he was like things 
are great.  
 
So herein lies a lesson for you from my grandfather. If you want success in life 
in business you must keep a positive outlook and a positive attitude even 
when things aren’t going as expected or especially when things are rough. So 
the same thing holds true for just about everything in your life, but especially 
for a business, because it goes without saying that as an entrepreneur or a 
jewelry business owner or a jewelry maker you’re putting yourself out there. 
Things aren’t going to always go your way and it’s not always going to be wine 
and roses. You might be on a really good streak for a while and then you hit a 
plateau or something goes wrong and you’re going to have to deal with it.  
 
And I hate to break it to you, but you’re likely going to encounter a lot of 
situations that maybe challenging to deal with over the years like a trade show 
that didn’t go as expected or a client sale falling through at the last minute. I 
mean that’s happened to me many times and it’s really disappointing because 
you’re counting on that creativity.  You’re counting on the income that comes 
in from those orders, and if it doesn’t sometimes it puts you in a place of 
hardship or maybe someone’s asking to return a piece that you poured your 
heart and soul into or possibly you even made a mistake in communication of 
your brand that seems irreparable and you feel like your reputation is at stake. 
But this is the most important time for you to keep your outlook and your 
attitude positive. 
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So I just wanted to sort of move through a couple of ways that I learned not 
only from my grandfather but that I’ve put into practice over the last few years 
on how to make the best out of situations when they don’t seem that great or 
positive to keep your outlook super bright and shiny and happy. That might 
sound silly but we’re just going to go into it. So one of my favorite tactics that 
I’ve taught over at Flourish & Thrive Academy and that I’ve also used in 
teaching yoga because yoga is a very challenging practice and when I would 
be teaching advanced arm balances some people were like oh my gosh I’m 
never going to be able to do that or whatever. 
 
So it’s this concept of to act as if or fake it till you make it. Which I think is 
really, really important. So I remember back in the day doing trade shows. 
Sometimes trade shows were amazing. You would get tons of sales and they 
were the best thing ever. The drivers of your business and then sometimes 
you’d do a trade show and you’re like oh what’s going on no one’s coming into 
my booth or the people are coming but they’re not writing orders and that can 
be tough and it can be really tough to keep your attitude positive when you’re 
looking across the booth and you see someone writing nonstop; writing orders 
nonstop for hours upon end. 
 
So one of the tricks that I would do; number one I would stand all the time to 
keep my energy up but that’s a little bit of a sidebar but whenever you know 
there were lots of complainers at the show like people next to me who are like 
oh they’re having a crappy show so they would be complaining about how X, 
Y, and Z wasn’t there or that they weren’t selling what they wanted to or that 
sales were way down and  [9:00] regardless of what I was doing at the show 
like if my sales sucked or if they were great. My show was always the best 
show ever; that I was having a great show. I always said that when customers 
asked I said it’s awesome, I’m doing really well. The new line is being really well 
received but I always, I always acted like things were the best show ever 
because that helped number one keep my energy up and get more people to 
write orders for me and inevitably what would always happen is like I’d pull 
some hail Mary move at the end of the day like the last day I would write this 
huge order that would totally make the show. Whereas I notice in the shows 
where I was like maybe down on myself that none of those orders ever came 
in and it’s really important. So just a lesson regardless of what’s going on fake 
it till you make it. 
 
And this other tactic is just something that I think is just a huge life practice is 
to be grateful for what’s going right which I think is really important in your life 
and your business. It’s really easy to focus on what’s not going well like maybe 
a store didn’t call you back or the sales at the trade show weren’t great which I 
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was just talking about but you start to forget that you last week landed a huge 
order that was one of the biggest orders that you’d had or that a local 
newspaper called you about doing a story.  
 
So I was talking with a designer a few months ago and she was going through 
some serious growing pains with her business and was really struggling and I 
remember when I asked her about what was going on she would huff and puff 
because she didn’t want to talk about anything that was going well all she 
wanted to do was focus on what was going wrong. So I kept pushing her and 
eventually she ended up sharing with me that she had a huge win because she 
had a personal connection at a luxury spa and ended up selling all of her extra 
inventory to this luxury spa because it was the right product for their 
demographic and it was actually extra inventory that they had pulled from 
their line. So she was focused on all these other things that weren’t going well 
but forgot to recognize this amazing success that she had had because her 
attitude and outlook weren’t focused on the positive. So remember that there’s 
always a little bit of honey or a gold pot at the end of the rainbow if you’re 
looking for it. So stay focused on that.  
 
This sort of ties in with the next one is to be open to the unexpected because 
sometimes things show up in ways that we don’t expect or necessarily are 
even on our radar and I think this is really important because business and life 
never unfold the way that you plan right so that’s truth to be said. And 
sometimes we have these disappointments or things don’t work out as they 
plan maybe that big order fell through as I was mentioning earlier but 
sometimes we forget to be open to what’s going to come in their place. So for 
instance at the end of the summer; this year has been an awesome year for my 
jewelry business. I’ve pretty much for most of the year had a constant stream 
and waiting list of clients for the entire year.  
 
So I was preparing for this big vacation and I had finalized all of my big project 
and was getting ready to head out on a trip and I am [12:00] personally not 
one of those people who feels comfortable not having clients lined up so I had 
a few clients lined up to start in September but it wasn’t enough to really like 
hit my goal and I was nervous because I have some big things that I’m paying 
right now and I need the income coming in so it was a big stressful thing. So 
and I wasn’t close to my goal and this is something that happens to all of us 
even when you’ve had success and you have a constant stream of clients. So I 
momentarily panicked until I just really worked on letting go of that energy 
and tried to stay positive and I remember I opened up; I went to bed and did 
this huge clearing exercise the night before because I was feeling a little bit 
anxious that I was leaving for a trip in a week and I didn’t have all my ducks in 
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a row as far as my pipeline for September and when I woke up the next 
morning I received an email from a client who ended up eventually ordering an 
eighteen thousand dollar from me. It was a personal heirloom redesign but I 
sourced new stones and it ended up being a huge project that really filled in 
that gap and it was something that was totally out of the blue, totally out of 
the blue and totally unexpected but gratefully received and it could’ve been 
something that I quickly overlooked and didn’t pursue and it really, really 
saved my September. 
 
So the next thing that I love talking about is celebrating the little wins because 
little celebrations lead to bigger celebrations and this is very, very important. 
So celebrating is one of my favorite things to do especially when you keep 
your outlook and attitude positive. So whenever I start coaching sessions with 
designers I start by asking them five things they’re celebrating in their life and 
their business and this is similar to topic two about being grateful about what’s 
going on in your life and it’s a little bit different because some of the 
celebrations might be super tiny and might not be things that you think about. 
 
So I ask them to celebrate and sometimes they’re struggling to pull them out 
but it ends up setting the tone and the pace for the rest of the conversation. 
So I really encourage you to use this tool every day and write down five things 
at a minimum not only that you’re grateful for but that you’re truly celebrating 
and when you’re feeling down I encourage you to call a friend and vent if you 
need to but then get back to a space where you’re talking about five things 
that you’re celebrating. It could be as little as I got a manicure today. That’s 
good enough to change the energy right there.  
 
And then finally the whole key here is to keep a positive attitude whatever you 
do. This may seem like a no brainer but being an optimist, staying positive, 
having a positive outlook is the key when stuff hits the fan. So remember to 
stay positive. If something doesn’t go your way remember that something 
better is around the corner and be like my grandfather start your day saying 
that you’re great in a Tony the Tiger way. So I have a little challenge for you in 
honor of my grandfather. So I challenge you that when someone you are close 
to asks you how you’re doing [15:00] especially, especially, especially if you’re 
feeling down that you say in your loudest Tony the Tiger voice that you 
possibly can that you’re GRRRREAT!!!  And focus on five things that are going 
really well in your life and/or in your business even if you don’t feel great in the 
moment.  
 
So that’s my challenge for you is to do that exercise say in a great voice every 
day that you are great like Tony the Tiger and that you’re really excited to 
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start the day and then share with someone five things that you’re celebrating 
in your life and your business to sort of keep that momentum. Keep playing as 
if; as if you faking it till you’re making it. That’s like one of my favorite things 
and moving into this space of positivity and gratitude.  
 
Alright so that’s it for today’s podcast. Thank you so much for joining me and 
hopefully you enjoyed this little episode a lesson from my grandfather. Once 
again thanks so much for listening today so if you enjoyed the show we’d love 
for you to do a huge favor. Make sure you subscribe to our podcast, rate the 
show, and write a little bit of a review. I’m super excited to keep bringing you 
super valuable content and inspiration every week that are going to help make 
a huge impact on your jewelry brand.  
 
I’m Tracy Matthews. Take care until next time. 
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